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COLOUR PSYCHOLOGY

YELLOW IN DÉCOR

“...the colour of sunshine”

Yellow is the colour of sunshine, hope, and happiness. In the natural 
world, yellow is the colour of sunflowers and daffodils, egg yolks and 
lemons, canaries and bees. In our contemporary human-made world, 
yellow is the colour of SpongeBob SquarePants, the Tour de France 
winner’s jersey and smiley faces.

Yellow activates the memory, encourages communication, enhances 
vision, builds confidence, and stimulates the nervous system. 

How Yellow Affects Vision

Yellow is the most visible colour of 
the spectrum. The human eye 
processes yellow first. This explains 
why it is used for cautionary signs and 
emergency rescue vehicles.

Peripheral vision is 2.5 times higher 
for yellow than for red.

Yellow has a high light reflectance 
value and therefore it acts as a 
secondary light source.  Excessive use 
of bright yellow (such as on interior 
walls) can irritate the eyes.

Yellow furniture - A large yellow piece can keep a neutral room from feeling 
washed-out. It signals playfulness, excitement, and a sense of adventure. 
When introducing yellow furniture, try to match the vibe of the room―a rustic 
dresser against unfinished floors; a sleek, bright chair with a crisp, modern 
desk―to keep the effect cool, not kooky.

Yellow accessories - This colour is arresting in small doses because the eye 
goes right to it. Even a bowl of lemons on a sideboard makes a statement. 
When working with yellow details, opt for strong tones to maximise impact, 
and limit the yellows in one room to a single shade for unity. Pillows, throws, 
and other small objects are often the best way to use yellow sparingly..

Yellows with red undertones, such as 
butternut or gold (leaning towards 
orange), are warm and welcoming, so 
they’re great on large pieces of 
furniture and walls.

Yellows with a blue undertone 
(leaning towards the green 
spectrum) can come off as cold, so 
they’re best used sparingly, on 
accessories or small furnishings.


